( r * rF(d + t) + F(8 -t)-2F(9)1 r\ w and demonstrated the inequalities (1) IW|P ^ Ap\\f\l, P = 2 11/11, = ^J!m,||p, k^2.
Since addition of a constant to f(6) does not alter p.p, the second inequality clearly requires f f(6)d6 = 0. . This was affirmatively answered by Zygmund in [7] , to which paper the reader is referred for an account of the origin of this problem and its relation to other problems in the theory of Fourier series and in the theory of functions. (') Here, as in the sequel, ||sM||p denotes {/b|sM| pdt}1/l', the range E being suitably defined to meet the exigencies of the particular situation. A constant is denoted by an upper-case latin capital, dependence on a parameter being indicated by a subscript; one letter will be used to denote more than one constant. [April The purpose of this paper is to extend this result of Zygmund to the analogously defined function (1) "(t) = {/V(r + 0 + F(t -t) -2F(r)]2/M/j , where F(r) is a primitive of a function/(r) of class Lp, p>l in (-00, 00). Our result is stated explicitly in the following theorem.
Theorem.
Let f(r) be a function of class Lp, p>l, in (-00, 00) and p.(r) defined as in (1), then
AP\\f\\P fz \\u\\p g Ap\\f\\p.
It will be necessary to utilize certain concepts and results of the theory of functions, which will be briefly noted here.
If /(t) is of class Lp, p>l, in ( Lemma l.Iftp is in class 3CP, p>l, then 11*11, = Ap\\tp\\p.
This result is due to Hardy and Littlewood [l] in the case of the circle; the extension to the half-plane is due to E. Trombley [5] . A proof of this is to be found in a paper of this author [6] . These results (together with their converses, which are not required here) are also to be found in [6] .
We demonstrate first that
IT J -a, 7T J _«, and i r"
T J _"
We note that P"(cr, t) is even and that fo°°PTTdT = 0. Thus we may write fr(cr, r) = -f F(t + t)Ptt(cr, t)dt
Let us fix t. We write
F(t + t) + F(t -t) -2F(t) = $(<).
Consider c\fr(cr, r)|2^ ,4J f H(t)Ptt(cr,l)dl . We shall now demonstrate that 11/11* = ^Nl* and thus the required inequality will be established. We assume a right translation of the vertical axis so that f(r) assumes its original values on <R(s) = -n, ?j>0. Using a procedure identical with that given in [6] , where this device is employed in proving our theorem on g(r), we may show that We shall show that Ml, ^ ^JI/IIp for />>1, which completes the proof of our theorem.
